Salawaat of Mahe Ramazan

Verily Allah and His angels send blessings on the Prophet. “O you who believe, send blessing on him and greet him with a worthy greeting”. Here I am to obey your command O Lord, to respond and to glorify You. O Allah send blessings on Muhammad and make Muhammad and his children happy as You blessed and made happy Ibrahim and the children of Ibrahim, verily You are worthy of praise and glory. O Allah surround Muhammad and the children of Muhammad with Your love and mercy as You loved and took care of Ibrahim and the children of Ibrahim, verily You are worthy of praise and glory.

O Allah let Muhammad and the children of Muhammad be in peace as You kept Nuh in Peace in the worlds. O Allah give grace to Muhammad and the children of Muhammad as You gave grace to Musa and Harun. Allah send blessings on Muhammad and on the children of Muhammad because through them You distinguished us. O Allah send blessings o Muhammad and the children of Muhammad because through them You showed us the right path.

O Allah send blessings on Muhammad and the children of Muhammad and call them to a praised position which the people in every age may find enviable. Peace be on Muhammad and o his children, at every sunrise and every sunset. Peace be on Muhammad and on his children, whenever eyes blink or flash. Peace be on Muhammad and on his children, whenever Peace is said or mentioned. Peace be on Muhammad and on his children, as often as the angles glorify Allah or sanctify Him. Peace be on Muhammad and on his children in the beginning, and peace be on Muhammad and his children in the end, and peace be on Muhammad and his children in this world and in the hereafter. O Allah, the Lord of the sacred city and
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the Lord of the rukn (the corner of the holy Kab-ah where the black stone is lyings) and the maqam (the place in the holy Kab-ah where prophet Ibrahim used to pray), and the Lord of the lawful and the unlawful, convey our salam to Your prophet, Muhammad.

O Allah give Muhammad beauty and brilliance, elegance and blooming freshness, joy and satisfaction, honour and dignity, enviable status, means to approach (You), position, authority, distinction, highest rank, and exclusive rights to recommend (our cases) before You on the day of resurrection, a peculiar and singular privilege, shared by no other among Your creation, You bestowed on Muhammad. The good that You gave him had not been given to anyone, much more superior in number and power, countless, no other then You can comprehend.

O Allah send blessings on Muhammad and the children of Muhammad, more pleasant, more pure, more meaningful, more prospering, and more excellent than You ever blessed anyone from the beginning to the end, O the most merciful.

O Allah send blessings on Ali, the commander of the faithful, and be a friend of him who is his friend, be an opponent of him who is his opponent, and whose took part in acts of hostility against him in order to shed his blood may be severely punished.

O Allah send blessings o Fatimah, the daughter of You prophet, Muhammad (peace be on him and on his children), and curse those who displeased him by hurting her.

O Allah send blessings on Hasan and Husayn, the leaders of the Muslims, and be a friend of him who is their friend, be an opponent of him who is their opponent, and whose took part in acts of hostility against them in order to shed their blood may be severely punished.

O Allah send blessings on Ali son of Husayn, the leader of Muslims, be a friend of him who is his friend, be an opponent of him who is his opponent and whose did injustice to him may be severely punished.
O Allah send blessings on Muhammad son of Ali, the leader of the Muslims, and be a friend of him who is his friend, be an opponent of him who is his opponent and whose did injustice to him may be severely punished.

O Allah send blessings on Jafar son of Muhammad, the leader of the Muslims, and be a friend of him who is his friend, be an opponent of him who is his opponent, and whoso do injustice to him who is his opponent, and whoso took part in acts of hostility against him in order to shed his blood may be severely punished.

O Allah send blessings on Musa son of Jafar, the leader of the Muslims, and be a friend of him who is his friend, be an opponent of him who is his opponent, and whoso did injustice to him who is his opponent, and whoso took part in acts of hostility against him in order to shed his blood may be severely punished.

O Allah send blessings on Ali son of Musa, the leader of the Muslims, and be a friend of him who is his friend, be an opponent of him who is his opponent, and whoso did injustice to him may be severely punished.

O Allah send blessings on Muhammad son of Ali, the leader of the Muslims, and be a friend of him who is his friend, be a opponent of him who is his opponent, and whose did injustice to him may be severely punished.

O Allah send blessings on Ali son of Muhammad, the leader of the Muslims, and be a friend of him who is his friend, be an opponent of him who is his opponent, and whoso did injustice to him who is his opponent, and please send him back as soon as possible in this world. O Allah send blessings on the off-spring of Your Prophet.
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Allah chose the successors of Your prophet from among his Ahl ul Bayt. O Allah firmly establish them in this world. O Allah let us follow, support and help them in the just cause, secretly and openly. O Allah claim retribution, requital, and return of their spilled blood on their behalf; and turn off from us and them and from all faithful men and women the rude power of evil (the tyrants the insolent imposters and the blood thirsty beasts) may inflict, (because) You alone can seize them by the fore lock and punish them, verily You decisively set a warning example and conclusively inflicting penalty.]

(Then recite the following) :

[O My means in my troubles! O my companion in my difficulties! O my guardian in my happiness! O the ultimate of my inclinations! You cover up my shortcomings, afford security in the event of crises and fearful disasters, therefore overlook my transgression. O the most merciful.

Then say

O Allah I call on You about the troubles which cannot be driven off by anyone, other than You, about the kindness which does not come forward except from You, about the anguish which does not pass away unless be put to flight by You, about the affection which does not grow intense unless You give reins to it; about the wants and needs which remains unfulfilled unless You satisfy them. O Allah, so as it was Your pleasure that You allowed me to make a request to treat me mercifully on account of Your glory, I repeat frequently, then O my Master it must surely have been Your intention that what I ask for would be given, what I hope for would be made available in large quantity, of better quality, regularly, and would be kept safe from that which I avoid and run from unto You. May be I do not deserve to get Your mercy, but certainly Your mercy has the right to reach me and promote my cause. May be I am not entitled to satisfaction, but Your generosity and kindness is able to encompass all things, therefore it will surely cover me also. O my Allah, O compassionate, I beseech You in the name of Your kindest disposition to

Then say (according to Sayed Ibne Taoos r.a.)

يَا عَدْتَىِّي فِي كَرِيْبِيَّ وَيَأَصَاحِبِيَّ فِي شَدْيِيَّ وَيَا
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send blessings on Muhammad and on his children, and remove my hardships, dispel my sorrows and troubles, have mercy on me through Your mercy and keep me alive amidst Your liberal bounties. Verily You are the hearer of prayer, nigh, responsive.
INNALLAHAH WA MALAAA-JKATAHOOYS’ALLOONA A’LAN NABIYY:
YAA AYYUHAL LAD’EENA AAMANOO S’ALLOO A’LAYHI WA SALLIMOOSTASLEEMAA
LABBAYKA YAA RABBI WA SAA’- DAYKA WA SUBH’ANAKA ALLAAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA
MUH’AMMADIN WA AALI MUH’AMMAD WA BAARIK A’LAA MUH’AMMAD WA AALI
MUH’AMMAD KAMAA S’ALLAYTA WA BAARAKTA A’LAA IBRAAHEEM WA AALI IBRAAHEEM
INNAKA H’AMEEDUN MAJEED ALLAAHUMMAR-H’AM MUH’AMMADAN WA AALI MUH’AMMAD
KAMAA RAHTTA IBRAAHEEM WA AALI IBRAAHEEM INNAAH H’AMEEDUN MAJEED
ALLAAHUMMA SALLIM A’LAA MUH’AMMAD WA AALI MUH’AMMAD KAMAA SALLAMTA A’LAA
NOOH’IN FIL A’ALAMEEN ALLAAHUMMAM –NUN A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN WA AALI
MUH’AMMAD KAMAA MANANTA A’LAA MOOSAA WA HAROON

ALLAAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN KAMAA
SHARRAFTANAA BIHEE ALLAAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN KAMAA MUH’AMMAD
KAMAA HADAYTANAA BIHEE ALLAAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN KAMAA MUH’AMMAD
YAGHBIT’UHI BIHIL AWWAALOONA WAL AAKHIROON A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN WA AALIHI
SALAAMU KULLAMAA T’ALA-A’T SHAMSUN AW GHRUBAT A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN WA
AALIHI SALAAMU KULLAMAA T’ARAFAT A’YNUN AW BARAQAT A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN WA
AALIHI SALAAMU KULLAMAA T’ARAFAT A’YNUN AW BARAQAT A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN WA
AALIHI SALAAMU KULLAMAA D’UKIRAS SALAAMU A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN WA AALIHI
SALAAMU KULLAMAA SABBAAH’ALLAAHA MALAKUN AW QADASAHU ASSA LAAMU A’LAA
MUH’AMMADIN WA AALIHEE FID DYNAA WAL AAKHIRAH ALLAAHUMMA RABBAL BALDIL H’ARAAM WA RABBAR RUKNI WAL
MAQAAM WA RABBAL H’ILLI WAL H’ARAAM ABLIGH MUH’AMMADIN NABIYYAKA A’NNAS
SALAAM

ALLAAHUMMA AA’-T’I MUH’AMMADAN MINAL BAHAAA-I WAN NAZ”RATI WAS SURUORI
WAL KARAAMATI WAL GHIBT’ATI WAL WASEELATI WAL MAQAAMI WASH
SHARAFI WAR RIF-A’TI WASH SHAFAA-A’TI II’NDAKA YAWMAL QIYAMAH AFZ’ALA MAA
TUA’-T’EE AH’ADAN MIN KHALQIKA WA AA’-T’I MUH’AMMADAN EAWQA MAA TUA’-T’IL
KHALAAQA-IQA MINAL KHAYRI AZ”-A’AFAN KATHEERAH LAAY’S’EEHAA GHAYRUKA

ALLAAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIN WA AALI MUH’AMMAD AT’YABA WA A’-HARA
WA AZKAA WA ANMAA WA AFZ”ALA MAA S’ALLAYTA A’LAA AHA’ADIN MINAL AWWALEENA
WAL AAKHIREEN WA A’LAA AH’ADAN MIN KHALQIKA YAA AR’AMAR RAHH’IMEEN

ALLAAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA LIYYIN AMEERIL MOO-MINEEN WA WAA’LI MAN WAALAAHU
WA A’DI MAN A’DAAAHU WA Z”AA-I’FIL A’D’ABA A’LAA MAN SHARIKAH FEE DAMIHEE
MAQAAM:-

ALLAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA FAAT’IMAH BINTI NABIYYIKA MUH’AMMADIN A’LAIH WA
AALIHI SALAAM WAL-A’N MAN AAD’AA NABIYYAKA FEEHAA

ALLAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAL H’ASANI WAL H’USAYNIMAAMIL MUSLIMEENWA WAA’LI MAN
WAALAAHUMMA WA A’DI MAN A’DAAAHUMAA WA Z”AA-I’FIL A’D’ABA A’LAA MAN
SHARIKAH FEE DIMAAA-IHIMA ALLAAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA DIMAA-IHIMA ALLAAHUMMA
S’ALLI A’LAA LIYYIBNIL H’USAYN IMAAMIL MUSLIMEEN WA WAA’LI MAN WAALAAHU WA
A’DI MAN A’DAAAHU WA Z”AA-I’FIL A’D’ABA A’LAA MAN Z’ALMAHOO

ALLAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIBNI A’LIY IMAAMIL MUSLIMEEN WA WAA’LI MAN
WAALAAHU WA A’DI MAN A’DAAAHU WA Z”AA-I’FIL A’D’ABA A’LAA MAN Z’ALMAHOO
ALLAHUMMA S’ALLI A’LAA MUH’AMMADIBNI A’LIYY IMAAMIL MUSLIMEEN WA WAA’LI MAN
WAALAAHU WA A’DI MAN A’DAAAHU WA Z”AA-I’FIL A’D’ABA A’LAA MAN Z’ALMAHOO

ALLAHUMMA S'ALLI A'LAA JAA'-FARIBNI MUH'AHMMAD IMAAMIL MUSLIMEEN WA WAALI MAN WAALAAHU WA A'ADI MAN A'ADAAHU WA Z'AA-I'FIL A'D'AABA A'LAA MAN Z'ALAMAHOO

ALLAHUMMA S'ALLI A'LAA MUHAMMADIBNI A'LIY IMAAMIL MUSLIMEEN WA WAALI MAN WAALAAHU WA A'ADI MAN A'ADAAHU WA Z'AA-I'FIL A'D'AABA A'LAA MAN Z'ALAMAHOO

ALLAHUMMA S'ALLI A'LAA A'LIYYIBNI MUH'AHMMAD IMAAMIL MUSLIMEEN WA WAALI MAN WAALAAHU WA A'ADI MAN A'ADAAHU WA Z'AA-I'FIL A'D'AABA A'LAA MAN Z'ALAMAHOO

ALLAHUMMA S'ALLI A'LAL H'ASANIBNI A'LIY IMAAMIL MUSLIMEEN WA WAALI MAN WAALAAHI WA A'ADI MAN A'ADAAHU WA Z'AA-I'FIL A'D'AABA A'LAA MANZ'ALAMAHOO

ALLAHUMMA S'ALLI A'LAL KHALAFI MIN BAA'-DIHI IMAAMIL MUSLIMEEN WA WAALI MAN WAALAAHU WA A'ADI MAN A'ADAAHU WA A'JIL FARAJAHOO

ALLAHUMMA S'ALLI A'LAA D'URRIYYAI NABIYYIKA ALLAHUMMAKHL-LUF NABIYYKA FEE AHLI BAYTIHEE ALLAHUMMA LAHAM FIL ARZ" ALLAHUMMAJ-A'LNAAN MIN A'DADIHIM WA MADADIHIM WA ANS'AARIHIM A'LAL H'AAQI FIS SIRRI WAL A'LAANIYAH ALLAHUMMAMAT"-LUB BI-D'AH'LIHIM WA WITRIHIM WA DIMAAAA-IHIM WA KUFFA A'NNAA WA A'NHUM WA A'N KULLI MOO-MININ WA MOO-MINATIN BAASA KULLI BAAGHIN WA T'AAGHIN WA KULLI DAAABBATIN ANTA AAKHID'UN BINAAS'IYATIHA INNAA ASHADDU BAASAN WA ASHADDU TANKEELAA

(Then recite the following):

YAA U'DDATEE FEE KURBATEE WA YAA S'AAH'IIBE FEE SHIDDATEE WA YAA WALIYYEE FEE NIA'-MATEE WA YAA GHAAYATEE FEE RAGHBATEE ANTAS SAATIRU A'WRATEE WAL MOO-MINU RAW-A'TEE WAL MUQEELU A'THRATEE FAGHFIR LEE KHAT'EE-ATEE YAA ARH'AMAR RAH'IMEEN

(Then say):

ALLAHUMMA INNEE AD-O'OKA LI-HAMMIN LAA YUFARRIJUHU GHAYRUKA WA LI-RAH'MATIN LAA TUNAAALU ILLAA BIKAYA WA LI-KARBIN LAA YAKSHIFUHU ILLAA ANTA WA LI-RAGHBATIN BIKAYA WA LI-H'AAJATIN LAA YAQZ"EEHAA ILLAA ANTA

ALLAHUMMA FA-KAMAA KAANIN MIN SHAANIKA MAA AD'INTA LEE BIH MIN MAS-ALATIKA WA RAH'MITANEE BIH MIN D'IKRIKA FAL-YAKUN MIN SHAANIKA SAYYIDIL IJABATU LEE FEEMAA DA-A'W-TUKA WA A'WAAAA-IDUL IFZ"AALI FEEMAA RAJAWTUKA WAI NAJATU MIMMAA FAZIA'-TU ILAYKA FEEHI FA-IN LAM AKUN AHLAN AN ABLUGHAA RAH'MATAK FA-INNAA RH'MATAK AHLNUN AN TABLUH责ANEE WA TASA-A'NEE WA IN LAM AKUN LIL-IJABATI AHLAA FA-ANTA AHUL FAZ"LI WA RAH'MATUKA WASI-AT KULLA SHAY-IN FALTASA'A-NEE RAH'MATUKA YAA ILAAHEE YAA KAREEM AS-ALUKA BIWAAHIKAL KAREEM AN TUS'ALLIYA A'LAA MUH'AMMADIN WA AHLI BAYTIHEE WA AN TUFARRIJA HAMMEE WA TAKSHIF KABEE WA GHAMMEE WA TAH'AMANEE BI-RAH'MATIKA WA TARZUQNEE MIN FAZ"LIKA INNAA SAMEE-U'D DU-A'AA-I QAREEBUN MUJEEB
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